Cord control
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Because I live about 450 miles from the nearest city with an industrial iron repair guy, I
donʼt use industrial irons in my workroom. I use a professional-level “domestic” iron,
which I quite like. But the cords that drag across my work table have made me crazy for
years. Every time I went to the car wash and looked at the mechanism in the ceiling that
held the hose, Iʼd think to myself,” Thatʼs EXACTLY what I want.” And I finally got one of
those down times with enough spare time to actually figure out how to do it. Itʼs
amazingly simple. You need some supplies you can get from the hardware store, a
piece of rod, your trusty drill and thatʼs about all. I am assuming that you know how to
drill a hole and use an anchor or plug if you need to, Iʼm not going to explain all that
here.
You need a good sturdy base to attach the lazy susan to, but not something too heavy.
One-quarter-inch thick laminate flooring seems to be just about right and my local
hardware sells samples for $1.00. I got four bases out of one sample. I used to use
anodized aluminum rod for my Roman shade weight rods and I still have some lengths
around, but you could use a Rolease rod or any other sturdy light-weight metal rod. I
tried some fling rods, but they didnʼt work very well; too much bend.
Supplies:

Supplies
4-inch lazy susan
1 6-inch piece of floor
laminate
Saw to cut the laminate
Screws and screwdriver
2, 2-inch swivel clip rings
2 plastic cord clips
2 end caps
2 1/2-feet of 1/4-inch rod
2 binder rings
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1. Drill a hole in each end of the rod large
enough for the binder ring to easily fit
through. A metal drill bit goes through the
aluminum quite easily.
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2. Slip the binder ring into the hole, one at each
end of the rod and put the end cap in place.
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3. The lazy susan has two plates with a ring of ball bearings in between. Lay the susan
on the laminate and trace around the outside edge and cut on the traced lines. Sand
the edges off a bit.
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4. Set the susan on the laminate and rotate
the swivel to expose the screw holes in the
base. Use appropriate screws and attach the
base to the laminate. I used 3/8-inch # 4
screws.
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5. Turn the base over.

6. Attach the rod to the base with the plastic cord clips.
Open the binder rings and slip the swivel clip rings into
place.
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7. Attach the susan to the ceiling. Rotate the base until
you can see the screw holes in the base. Insert screws
and screw up into the ceiling. Use an anchor if you like.
( These pictures are of the cord controller in my workroom
which is why the base is a different color.)
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8. Insert one long screw into the ceiling just
behind the base along the path the cord
takes to the wall. Leave enough screw
exposed that the rod will hit the screw and
prevent the rod from rotating 360 degrees.
- Attach a large cup hook to the wall as a
guide for the cord.
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8. Open the swivel clips and insert the
extension cord.

